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Introduction

Mana Rumble is a 2-player local adversarial game where players compete in a x-minute fantasy

handball game. It is recommended that players play with 2 controllers connected to the same

machine, alternatively players can play together remotely using parsec, a remote desktop

application.

Starting the game

To begin the game, you must download either a Windows or Mac version off of itch.io, unzip it

somewhere on your machine, and double click the game.

Starting a match

To start a match after opening the game, simply click play on the first screen, and you’ll be

placed into a 2 player match.

Controls

Controller

Movement

Movement is done using the left stick on the controller.

Aiming

Aiming is done using the right stick on the controller. Alternatively if you are not using the right

stick, you will aim in the same direction that you are moving in.

Shooting

Shooting the ball is done using the right trigger (R2) when the character you are playing as is

holding the ball, it shoots in the same direction as you’re aiming.
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https://parsec.app
https://yngvi19.itch.io/mana-rumble?secret=cxlZwsmkRgYvPIwOO88d0WNgJ8


Special moves

To use a character’s special move, press the left trigger (L2). Each character’s special move is

unique to them and may affect different things.

Grabbing

You can attempt to grab the ball using the right trigger (R2) when you aren’t holding it and are

positioned in front of or to the side of the player holding the ball.

Character switching

You can switch which character you are playing by using the right and left bumpers, simply look

at the corner of your respective team to see which button switches to which character.

Keyboard

While not recommended, it is possible to play this game using only a keyboard, these are the

controls if you decide (or are unable) to play the game without controllers.

Player 1 (Red team)

Movement

Player 1 moves using WASD.

Aiming

On the keyboard, the character's aim is the same as their movement vector.

Shooting

Player 1 shoots the ball with the spacebar.

Special moves

Player 1 activates their special move using left shift

Grabbing

Player 1 can try to grab the ball with the same button that they use to shoot

Character switching

Player 1 can switch characters using Q and E.
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Player 2 (Blue team)

Movement

Player 2 moves using the arrow keys.

Aiming

On the keyboard, the character's aim is the same as their movement vector.

Shooting

Player 2 shoots the ball with the L key.

Special moves

Player 2 activates their special move using the J key.

Grabbing

Player 2 can try to grab the ball with the same button that they use to shoot

Character switching

Player 2 can switch characters using the comma and period keys.
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Characters

Pyromancer

Upon using this ability, you create a fireball at your location which shoots out in the direction

you’re aiming in. For its duration you can control the movement in the same manner you

control the characters. You can press the ability button again to blow up the fireball

pre-maturely. In the event the ball collides with the explosion, it gets thrown away in the

opposite direction of its epicenter. This also disarms other characters of the ball should they be

caught in the explosion.

Water mage

Release a torrent of water continuously in the direction you’re aiming, able to be changed

during the duration. If the ball touches the water stream it gets thrown along with the current.

Whilst shooting this stream, the player is slowed, and the stream can be stopped by activating

the ability again.

Mesmer

Throw an orb of confusion at the enemy in the direction you’re aiming, it has a short range. On

hitting an enemy with said orb, you confuse them, resulting in them walking and aiming in

opposite directions to what they’re inputting.
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